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About This Game

A Cult Classic:

Among the classics of the golden age of graphic adventures, 3 Skulls of the Toltecs is a cult title that has received the highest
praise from both the press and the great fans of the genre both for its witty history and its delirious dialogues. Protagonist of the
funny adventures in the wild west, of which this is in the first installment, Fenimore Fillmore is a nice and naive gunman who

has to face the most hilarious situations to solve the most crazy puzzles with his innate insight.

Arizona 1866:

The action takes place in a very specific place at a particularly chaotic time in the history of the far and wild west: on the border
with Mexico, where, in 1866, the Juaristas fought against the French troops of the Emperor Maximilian, while the Apaches and
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the American soldiers, just finished the American Civil War, faced what would be the conquest of the West. In fact, Fenimore
Fillmore is a veteran of that war, who roams the region and finds himself, by chance, with a violent scene in which he ntervenes

saving an old peddler who reveals an incredible secret about a fabulous treasure.

The Treasure of the Toltecs:

Mexican revolutionaries, French soldiers, a band of outlaws, a tribe of Apache Indians, the U.S. cavalry, an American senator, a
cunning priest, an ambitious colonel and many other characters will test the ingenuity of Fenimore Fillmore in the mad pursuit

of a fabulous pre-Columbian treasure, that of the Toltecs, whose key are three valuable gold skulls. Living numerous adventures
in a typical border town, in a classic fort of cavalry, in an Indian village and in other bucolic scenarios, Fenimore Fillmore, in his

effort to reunite the three skulls, will have, among many other things, to rob a bank, sign a treaty with the Indians, enlist in the
army, distill whiskey, build a hot air balloon and join the Mexican revolutionaries.

Features:

Classic point & click adventure game.

Half a dozen wide locations to explore.

More than 30 crazy characters to interact with.

More than 75 items to use.

An infinity of puzzles to solve.
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Title: Fenimore Fillmore: 3 Skulls of the Toltecs
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Casual Brothers
Publisher:
Casual Brothers
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card with at least 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Czech,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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This was the main point & click of my childhood and man I missed it, I tried to get it before this release and it was almost
impossible for several reasons. So I am chuffed to bits that this game is now ready to purchase on steam without any running
issues. If you like point & click adventures and don't mind a little cheese then this game is absolutely for you!. This game is
quite old, but still works well, the remastered version is also fine, but it could be better if the developers changed the command
system to a modern one.
For all the players who like point and click adventures classic or not.. I love 2D games, and also I like this kind of game,
fenimore make me happy is so funny all that he does. This was one of first adventures I played at the time of release in 1996
and I have good memories of it. There were some serious problems with distribution back then and today the English only
copies are very rare collector items and extremely expensive (I saw copies offered for thousands dollars). So it's good that it is
available again for affordable price as a digital copy.
The remastered version was not released in perfect state with some bugs and missing features but developers do care, already
improved lots of things and listen to the players suggestions.
The game is humorous 2D cartoon like adventure set in the Old West era (this is the only game in Fenimore Fillmore series in
2D as sequels have different 3D style). It's in similar style as some classic Lucas Arts games with point and click mouse
controls, verbs and items invenory, and Fenimore Fillmore is the funny antihero like Guybrush Threepwood.
The game does not take anything seriously and there are plenty of crazy situations.
The graphics was glorious SVGA at the time of release and it has still been improved in re-release as the developers have access
to an original art.
The gameplay is long without the walkthrough and puzzles are mostly logical but relatively hard as there is access to many
locations at the same time soon after the start so player can get lost sometimes.
Music is good but there is not much of it, it could surely be better in this regard. On the other hand, English voice acting is great
- not only Fenimore, but other characters as well.
I can recommend this game to the fans of "old fashioned" wacky point and click adventures.. I wanted to play this game since a
long time. One of my favorite point-and-click of my childhood, is really funny, so far I haven't find any trouble with savegame
or another thing and I am close to finish it.

You can play with the classic graphics, but not all the classic graphics are there, for example the fonts and another things seems
to be new, but the new graphics are really well made.
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First off, I think the price is ok, but after playing this game I found out you can't save the game.
There are also some serious issue regarding gameplay.
So there is no possibility to skip animations like traveling, conversations etc
really annoying...
On top of that whenever you are in a conversation the game end the conversation if
you ask or tell the wrong line.
So you have to start a new conversation... pff really?

Also i uses a A-B-C-D box with hidden lines you can choos from, not very
neat.
I also had to turn my volume down to 50% , the music, effect and voices are all in one audio
stream which is waaaay too loud!
Allthough it say it is remastrered, it uses the old audio and has limited options to
configure the game.
But the worst one is as i've said no option to save the game, only a ''load'' button in
the menu.

I hate to say it bececause I'm a die hard point & click game fan but labeling a game
Remastered should have standards, If you compare Lucas Art remastered game with
This game it is a world of difference.
I think the creators should have put in more effort in creating a well pollished game
before releasing it on Steam and trying to make money of it with the possibility
that people are going to complain about alot of things.

. A classic masterpiece coming from the past. I haven't played the original version, but this one is a good remastering version
and interesting for this years too.
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